Exhibit D

Public Correspondence

Received as of July 19, 2019.
Fishing PC

From: rick haynes <customtackleworks@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2019 10:58 AM
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us
Subject: rule proposal change

To Commissioner or rule change dept.

I am sending this to many State fishing departments.

The matter in question is use of soft Plastic baits. according to interpretation of soft plastic / baits represent something more natural making it an unfair advantage. I am an old school drift fisherman. I have use dorkies, hard beads & soft beads. all by themselves, with yarn & with scent. Non of which seem to have any more advantage than the other.

Now with that being said I am proposing for a rule change on the use of soft plastics on many of our rivers & Streams. Also to be separated out of the class with natural baits.
I am including a picture for presentation. the picture is made up of soft beads, hard beads & corkies. non of which look or represent something much different than the other.

Thank you for any consideration in this matter
(Rick Haynes) Custom Tackle Works LLC
CustomTackleWorks@gmail.com
503-410-8452
Reg PC

From: BENJAMIN WILLIS <WIL122@msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, July 6, 2019 12:27 PM
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us
Subject: Walleye in the columbia and largemouth bass everywhere else

Walleye and largemouth bass are both nonnative invasive species here in Oregon. Why do we have them included as game fish in our regulations. The damage that any nonnative species of predatory fish does to the native Salmonid species rests solely on the idiot who started treating them as game fish! Exactly why treat them as game fish when everyone should be trying to eradicate them as invasive species to protect our trout and salmon is beyond me? Does anyone want to take the blame for this stupidity?

Benjamin Willis